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ABSTRACT: Earthquake-induced build-up of pore water pressure may be responsible for
reduced soil capacity, while the accumulation of shear strains may lead to a violation of serviceability limits. Predicting accurately the soil cyclic behaviour in relation to seismic numerical simulations is still a challenging topic in many respects. Efforts are required to improve
several technical aspects, including the development of a reliable and complete constitutive
model. This paper reports recent developments after the work of Liu et al. (2018a), and particularly about the performance of a new SANISAND formulation incorporating the memory
surface concept (Corti et al., 2016). The performance of the model in terms of strain accumulation and pore pressure build-up is validated against high-quality laboratory test results. A
modified dilatancy relationship is given to reproduce within the proposed framework proper
cyclic mobility response. The effects of preliminary drained cyclic preloading on soil liquefaction resistance are also studied.

1 INTRODUCTION
During earthquakes, the generation of excess pore water pressure under undrained dynamic
loading conditions decreases the soil bearing capacity and/or may cause serviceability issues in
geotechnical systems (Andersen, 2009). Under undrained cyclic loadings, granular soils (e.g.
sands) experience different failure modes, depending on the sand properties and loading conditions (Elgamal et al., 2003; Yang and Sze, 2011; Ziotopoulou and Boulanger, 2013): (1) flow
liquefaction, consisting of a sudden pore water pressure build-up and runaway deformation,
usually occurs on very loose sand; (2) cyclic mobility generally occurs for dense or medium
dense sands which may exhibit repeated cycles of pore water pressure dissipation and regeneration after a transient initial liquefaction (Ishihara, 1993); or (3) excessive plastic strain accumulation which may occur under asymmetric loading conditions.
Accurate prediction of the undrained cyclic behaviour of the sands, which received serious
attention in the past several decades, still calls for more reliable constitutive laws able to fully predict the complex soil response from small to large strains. In this context, most sand constitutive
models for earthquake geotechnics can only qualitatively capture sand undrained cyclic behaviour
or employ over-complex constitutive relations to ensure accurate quantitative prediction.
Recently, Liu et al. (2018a) combined the SANISAND04 (Dafalias and Manzari, 2004)
with the hardening memory surface concept proposed by Corti et al. (2016). In this model, the
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soil fabric and its influence are phenomenologically represented by the newly introduced
memory surface. The model features a fully multi-axial formulation, and has been proven
to be effective in simulating sand ratcheting behaviour under high-cyclic loading conditions
(Liu et al., 2018a,b; Liu and
Pisano, 2018). Besides, the recent preliminary developments by Liu et al. (2018a) have
extended the model capabilities to the simulation of undrained cyclic response of sand. The
enhanced model is able to accurately predict the generation of pore water pressure at given
loading cycles before initial liquefaction occurs. However, the model performance in reproducing the full soil stress-strain relationship, especially during the cyclic mobility stage, still
requires improvements. Furthermore, its capacity of simulating cyclic preloading effects is to
be further explored.
This paper aims to fill this gap and to develop an enhanced memory-surface model which
would permit the real time-domain simulation of short loading events in numerical simulations. Starring from the memory-enhanced bounding surface model (Liu et al., 2018a), more
robust flow rule and memory surface evolution law are proposed to create a model effective
in predicting the pore water pressure generation in sand under cyclic undrained loading conditions. Emphasis is directed to accurately reproduce the full undrained stress-strain loop of
cyclic mobility. The proposed model is validated by comparing the simulation results with
undrained cyclic triaxial test results provided by Wichtmann (2005). The different soil
responses under symmetric cyclic loading pattern with and without cyclic preloading are
studied.

2 MODEL FORMULATION
In this section, the main features of the memory-enhanced SANISAND model by Liu et al.
(2018a) is recalled. Detailed model formulation refers to the original publication. Meanwhile,
the new flow rule and the memory surface evolution law are given.
The model embeds the hardening memory surface concept (Corti et al., 2016) into the
parent SANISAND04 (Dafalias and Manzari, 2004) framework. The outcome is a three-surface (bounding, yield and memory surface) model, which links the critical state theory
with the state parameter concept (Been and Jefferies, 1985). The model is defined directly in the normalised stress ratio π plane, as shown in Figure 1a. The memory surface
is implemented to phenomenologically reflect the evolution and influence of soil fabric.
The evolution of the memory surface obeys two basic rules: (1) the evolution of the
memory surface is linked to the soil plastic deformation; (2) the memory surface always
encloses the current yield surface and the current stress state. The impact of the memory
surface on the soil stiffness is introduced by treating it as an additional reference surface. As such, the hardening modulus Kp is not only determined by the distance between

Figure 1.

The memory-enhanced bounding surface model by Liu et al. (2018a).
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current stress ratio r and its image point on the bounding surface rb, but also by the
term bM = (rM - r): n, which indicates the distance between the current stress ratio point
r and its projection on the memory surface rM, see Equation (1):
2 
Kp ¼ ph rb
3


r : n with h ¼

" 
  2 #
b0
p 0:5 bM
exp μ0
bref
ðr rin Þ : n
patm

ð1Þ

where µ0 is a memory surface parameter quantifying the fabric impact on soil stiffness
especially during cyclic loading. A pressure-dependent term (p/patm)0.5 is included to
improve model prediction over a wide range of confining pressure (Liu et al., 2018a; Corti
et al., 2017).
The generation of a stronger soil fabric is linked to the soil contractive behaviour (mainly
during the virgin loading condition) and it is modelled through an expansion of the memory
surface size. Contrarily, when the stress ratio is sufficiently high (i.e. when the stress path
overcomes the phase transformation line PTL), damage of the soil fabric occurs trigging a
partial loss of soil stiffness. This is phenomenologically represented by the a shrinkage of
the memory surface. The evolution of the memory surface (i.e. change of the memory surface size mM and the translation of the memory surface center αM) cannot be independent.
Therefore, the evolution of the memory surface size is expressed as follows in Liu et al.
(2018a):
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where the first term on the right-hand side determines the expansion of the memory surface,
while the second terms models the damage of soil fabric that occurs upon dilation - as suggested by Yimsiri and Soga (2010); Ziotopoulou and Boulanger (2016). The rate of damage is
governed by the model constant ζ and by the term fshr - see details in Appendix I of Liu et al.
(2018a). However, for large strain levels, the soil behaviour is mainly governed by the relative
soil density rather than generated soil fabric. This observation is incorporated into the model
through a modified memory surface damage law:

dmM ¼ dmM
þ
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Ðt
where the term Fcom ðtÞ ¼ dmM
þ represents a factor accounting for the total “fabric gener0 history up to current time. In the post-dilation regime, the rate
ation” over the whole loading
of shrinkage of the memory surface is enhanced by larger values of Fcom. It can be shown that
large values of Fcom are associated with large time of the soil spent in its “virgin state”, i.e.
with tangent memory and yield surfaces. As such, the hardening parameter h in Equation 1
degrades to b0/(r - rin): n (i.e. without memory surface impact). The term {bhr) = {(rb - r): n)
is introduced to avoid the conflict on the changing of the memory surface size during strain
softening stage.
The translation rule for the memory surface center is as in the original publication:
dαM ¼

2
hLihM ðrb
3

rM Þ

ð4Þ

The dilatancy D ¼ Ad d, where d ¼ ðrd rÞ : n, with rd the image point of r on the dilatancy surface. In order to adequately reproduce cyclic mobility responses (accumulation of
shear strain in both positive and negative side of stress-strain plot under undrained symmetric
cyclic loading condition), the dilatancy rule is modified as follows:
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• for contracting (d ≥ 0) following a contractive stage ~
bM
d  0 ; Ad ¼ A0 (where
~bM ¼ ð~rd ~rM Þ : n tracks the position of the stress state with respect of the dilatancy surface)
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where A0 is a model constant pmax
the maximum confining pressure up to current state.
N
Ðt
Ðt
M
M
F ¼ dmþ þ dm ¼ Fcom þ Fdilat indicates the total fabric change. With rc the image point
0

0

of r on the critical surface, rc ¼ jjrc jj:β1 and β2 and are the two dilatancy-related parameters.
For the definition of the corresponding stress variables see Figure 1b.

3 MODEL CALIBRATION
Overall, the model contains 17 parameters (one additional parameter if compared to the
original memory surface model by Liu et al. (2018a)) that can be divided into two sets:
(1) the monotonic set of 13 parameters, from G0 to nd in Table 1, which can be calibrated from drained and/or undrained monotonic triaxial tests (Dafalias and Manzari,
2004; Liu et al., 2018a); (2) the four memory surface related parameters, i.e. from µ0 to
β2 in Table 1, which can be calibrated from cyclic tests results such as drained/undrained
cyclic triaxial tests.
The cyclic parameter µ0 controls the ratcheting behaviour of sand under drained cases. For
undrained conditions, it determines the amount of the generated pore water pressure during
each cycle before dilation. For its calibration, either drained or undrained cyclic triaxial test can
be selected. The damage parameter ς is only relevant to stress paths beyond the PTL. Therefore,
cyclic tests on dense sand with relatively high shear stress ratio or undrained cyclic triaxial tests
are required for its calibration. In Table 1, the model parameters from G0 to µ0 have been calibrated by Liu et al. (2018a,b) for a quartz sand tested by Wichtmann (2005). The same values of
them are adopted in this work to validate model performance under undrained cyclic loading
conditions, since the same sand has been selected. Different from the value in Liu et al. (2018a),
ς = 0.0001 is calibrated against the stress-strain relationship of undrained cyclic triaxial tests.
The change will slightly affect the simulation result of Liu et al. (2018a) at large stress obliquity
η = q/p. Dilatancy-related parameters β1 and β2 control the pore water pressure accumulation
and the corresponding shear strain accumulation. Larger β1 and or smaller ς result in larger
reduction in effective stress p in post-dilation contraction; larger β2 allows for larger post-dilation axial- strain accumulation. In this work β1= 1.9 and β2 = 2.4 are calibrated through trialand-error against undrained cyclic triaxial tests of Wichtmann (2005) on the same quartz sand,
from shear stress-axial strain and q - p relationship, respectively.
Table 1. Model parameters for the quartz sand tested by Wichtmann (2005)
Elasticity

Critical state

Yield Plastic modulus

e0
ξ
m
Go v
M
c
λc
110 0.05 1.27 0.712 0.049 0.845 0.27 0.01

ho
5.95
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b

Dilatancy

ch
n A0
1.01 2.0 1.06

d

Memory surface

n
µo
ξ
β1 β2
1.17 260 0.0001 1.5 2.3

4 MODEL PERFORMANCE
Although the main purpose of the paper is to study the performance of the memory-surface
model in simulating the undrained cyclic behaviour of sand, example of model performance
under drained cyclic loading are reported for the sake of completeness and to show the full
capabilities of this new model. The parameters in Table 1 are adopted for all simulations in
the following. Explicit 4th order Runge-Kutta integration method is adopted for simulation.
4.1 Drained, cyclic test
The drained high-cyclic model performance is validated by
experimentalwith the
 comparingc
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 2ﬃ

2
simulation results regarding to accumulated total strain εacc
þ 2 εacc
εacc
against
r
r
r ¼

number of loading cycles N. As shown in Figure 2, the model predicts quite well the trends of
accumulated strain with N up to 104 for varying average stress amplitudes qampl.

4.2 Undrained cyclic test
4.2.1 Undrained cyclic DSS test
Due to the lack of experimental data from undrained cyclic DSS test on the same sand type,
the simulation results from the current model are only compared with the simulation results
from the original model (Liu et al., 2018a). Figure 3a demonstrates that the original memorysurface model is unable to reproduce the proper cyclic stress-strain loop. The accumulation of
shear strain γ ends after a few loading cycles (in this case, 4 cycles) on both the positive and
the negative side, at a low strain level ðγmax ≈  0:01Þ. The new model successfully captures the
progressive accumulation
feature of the shear strain on both sides (see Figure 3b) during the post-dilation phase. In
Figure 3b, the accumulated shear strain γmax ≈ ±0.06, which may vary depending on β2.

Figure 2. : Simulation results of drained cyclic triaxial tests: initial void ratio ein =0.684, initial conﬁning
pressure pin =200 kPa, average shear obliquity ηave =0.75, number of cycles N=104

Figure 3. : Simulation results of undrained cyclic DSS test: initial void ratio ein =0.684, vertical stress σv
=100 kPa, shear stress amplitude γampl =20 kPa.
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4.2.2

Undrained cyclic triaxial tests

In this part, the model‘s performance is studied in terms of simulating undrained cyclic triaxial
tests with and without drained cyclic preloading. The modification on the shape of stressstrain loop of cyclic mobility is also presented.
Figure 4 shows the comparison between the experimental and the simulation results of
undrained cyclic triaxial tests without drained cyclic pre-shear. The experimental results
(Figure 4a) suggest that initial liquefaction occurs after 4 undrained loading cycles. Before initial liquefaction, almost no vertical strain is accumulated. The model predicts the initial liquefaction after only two cycles. This discrepancy can be erased if larger µ0 value is adopted.
Nevertheless, µ0 =260 from Liu et al. (2018a) is still adopted, in order to balance the model
performance on simulating both drained and undrained cyclic behaviour. Beyond this limited
inaccuracy, it is worth noticing that the model predicts accumulation of the axial strain on
both positive and negative sides, which agrees better with experimental observations in cyclic
mobility phase. Moreover, comparable accumulated strain level is achieved (Figure 4b) - with
the compression/extension asymmetry typically observed in triaxial tests.
The effect of cyclic preloading on the soil liquefaction resistance (defined as the number of
undrained loading cycles required to cause initial liquefaction for given initial and loading conditions), which has been studied in the past decades (Finn et al., 1970; Seed et al., 1977; Suzuki and
Toki, 1984; Seed et al., 1988; Teachavorasinskun et al., 1994), still remains an important aspect of
soil behaviour where current understanding can be improved. To this end, in this work, the effect
of drained cyclic preloading is explored and discussed using the proposed model.
In the work of Wichtmann (2005), drained cyclic loading was applied prior to the undrained
cycles in cyclic triaxial tests on the quartz sand simulated. Model simulations of the same tests
have been conducted and the comparison results are provided in Figures 5 and 6. The experimental results (compare Figures 5a and 6a with Figure 4a) suggest that drained cyclic preloading may increase soil liquefaction resistance, as long as the preshearing amplitudes are not too
large
(Suzuki and Toki, 1984; Wichtmann, 2005) (in these works, preloading stress paths are
restricted to below PTL). For the same drained preloading cycles (N = 10 in Wichtmann‘s
ampl
work), the larger preloading amplitude qpre results in greater increase in soil cyclic undrained
ampl
strength. In detail, for the case of qpre ¼ 50kPa, soil sample experiences 42 undrained loading
cycles

Figure 4. : Comparison between (a) experimental (Wichtmann, 2005) and (b) simulation results: initial
effective stress pin =100 kPa, initial void ratio ein =0.684, cyclic stress amplitude qampl =45 kPa, N = 8.
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ampl

before the initial liquefaction occurs. While for qpre ¼ 30kPa, initial liquefaction happens
after 8 undrained loading cycles (much earlier than N = 42 in the previous case, but still larger
than N = 41(case without drained cyclic preloading). Vertical strain mainly accumulates in the
cyclic mobility stage on both compressive and extensive sides.
The increase in soil liquefaction resistance, which is linked to the generation of soil fabric
during drained preloding cycles, is successfully captured by the model simulations (compare
Figures 5b and 6b with Figure 4b) through the memory-enhanced hardening rule. The initial
ampl
liquefaction is triggered after N = 41 (for the case of qpre ¼ 50kPa) and N = 5 (for
ampl
qpre ¼ 30kPa) undrained loading cycles, both larger than N = 2 for non-preloading case. The
model is able to predict the pore water pressure changes at the given number of loading cycles.
Give the credit to the modified flow rule, the stress-strain loops in the cyclic mobility are

Figure 5. : Comparison between (a) experimental (Wichtmann, 2005) and (b) simulation results: initial
effective stress pin =100 kPa, initial void ratio ein =0.681, 10 undrained cycles (stress amplitude qampl =45
ampl
kPa) after 10 drained preloading cycles (stress amplitude qpre ¼ 30kPa).

Figure 6. : Comparison between (a) experimental (Wichtmann, 2005) and (b) simulation results: initial
effective stress pin =100 kPa, initial void ratio ein =0.678, 54 undrained cycles (stress amplitude qampl =45
ampl
kPa) after 10 drained preloading cycles (stress amplitude qpre ¼ 50kPa).
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appear much more realistic than predicted by the previous version of the model, although certainly improvable-see predicted accumulated vertical strain on the positive side.
5 CONCLUSION
An enhanced memory-surface hardening model was proposed by modifying the dilatancy relationship and incorporating a new memory-surface shrinkage law into the original model (Liu
et al., 2018a). The model predictions agreed well with both undrained cyclic DSS and triaxial test
results in terms of stress-strain loop in cyclic mobility stage and pore pressure generation under
given loading cycles. The model can accurately predict ratcheting-related effects in both drained
and undrained high-cyclic loading conditions. The model successfully captures the increasing of
soil liquefaction resistance in presence of previous drained cyclic preloading. Overall, the model
has high potential to predict reliable soil seismic behaviour in numerical simulations.
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